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sides, and that, if three straight lines are proportional, then, as the first is to the third, so is the figure described on the first to the similar figure similarly described on the second. The fundamental case of the two similar triangles is prettily proved thus. The triangles being ABC, DEF, in which B, E are equal angles and BO, EF corresponding sides, find a third proportional to BC, EF&nd measure it off along BC as J36r; join AG. Then the triangles ABG, DJSFhave their sides about the equal angles B, E reciprocally proportional and are therefore equal (VI. 15); the rest follows from VI. 1 and the definition of duplicate ratio (V, Def. 9).
Proposition 23 (equiangular parallelograms have to one another the ratio compounded of the ratios of their sides) is important in itself, and also because it introduces us to the practical use of the method of compounding, i.e. multiplying, ratios which is of such extraordinarily wide application in Greek geometry. Euclid has never defined ' compound ratio' or the ' compounding' of ratios; but the meaning of the terms
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and the way to compound ratios are made clear in this proposition. The equiangular parallelograms are placed so that two equal angles as BCD, 6GE are vertically opposite at (7, Complete the parallelogram DCGH. Take any straight line K , and (12) find another, L, such that
and again another straight line M , such that
DC:CE=L:M.
Now the ratio compounded of K : L and L : M is K : M ; there-
fore K : M is the ' ratio compounded of the ratios of the sides '.
And	(ABCD) : (DCGH) = BC : CG,	(1)
= JBT:£;
(DCGH) : (GEFG) = DC : CE	(l)

